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5 Pet Essentials these Holidays
Things to consider now that the holiday season is here ...

 � VACCINATIONS Keep your pets healthy with a current 
vaccination, a must if leaving your pet in a cattery or kennel over 
the holidays. Routine flea and worm treatment is also advisable.

 � MEDICATIONS Don’t let your pets prescription medication 
run out over the holidays, we need at least 24 hours to process 
requests. Also consider anti-nausea medication for longer trips.

 � MICROCHIPPING Don’t lose your pet these holidays! 
Legally all domestic dogs should be microchipped, but you can 
also chip your cat.

 � HEATSTROKE Make sure your pets don’t overheat - 
especially if traveling in the car. Make frequent stops and NEVER 
leave your pet unattended in a hot car. Always have access to 
water and shade.

 � JUNK FOOD Keep all chocolate, 
wrapping, cakes, ribbons, string etc away 
from your pet! These should be kept for 
the humans of the family!
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All prices and promo-
tions in this issue are 

valid until the end of the 
month or while stocks 

last.
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Oamaru  Ph 03 434 5666
Waimate  Ph 03 689 7213
Palmerston  Ph 03 465 1291
Glenavy Ph 03 689 8118
Kurow  Ph 03 436 0567
Omarama  Ph 03 438 9868
Ranfurly Ph 03 444 1020

Lowest value item is half 
price, while stocks last

Thanks Oamaru!

Natalie and Lucy with all the generous donations.

A BIG THANK YOU
for all your generous donations 
to help the pets and pet owners 

caught up in the Kaikoura Earthquake!

 Purchase any 3 or 6 pack of FRONTLINE Plus, 

NEXGARD SPECTRA or 2x BROADLINE  

for your chance to win!
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 Win!
$10000 family travel prize up for grabs!PLUS one

Over $300,000 worth 

of prizes to be won!
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Because your pet deserves the very best

Interesting 
Case

Cotton’s Corner
Summer is well and truly here. I have to say my humans have been taking 
fantastic care of me over the holidays, even making sure I’ve got my sun 
block on every morning before I head off on my daily adventures! Me 
and my furry friends need a special sun block as the human products  
are far too toxic and can make us very ill.  So if you have a 
fairer complexion like myself, make sure your people pop 
into your local Blue Cross Centre to grab you some special 
pet sun block too. 
I’m lucky, my staff are available 24/7 to tend to 
me and my every need – I hope your humans 
have you well cared for over the holiday period 
as well. 
Happy New Year! ..... Cotton

Meet Milli one of our recent superpooch patients. 

Milli suffered from a wet bottom due to constant dribbling of 
urine (urinary incontinence) since she was a young pup and 
her owners were understandably keen to get to the bottom 
of her problem. Blood and urine tests at the Veterinary Centre 
revealed a urinary tract infection which was treated with 
appropriate antibiotics. However, Milli’s dribbling persisted 
and further investigation was needed. An Excretory urogram 
was performed which involves a special dye being injected 
into Milli’s blood stream and x-rays used to monitor its 
path through the kidneys and into the bladder. Milli was 
diagnosed with an ectopic ureter! This is where the tube that 
normally transports urine from the kidneys to the bladder, 
instead by-passes the bladder and empties into the vagina 
causing constant dribbling. Milli’s vets performed a surgery 
to move this tube back to its correct location – a first for 
Veterinary Centre Oamaru! Milli has made an outstanding 
recovery and now has a nice dry bottom and is back to 
enjoying life on the farm with her family.

Milli’s Misplaced Micturition*
Felicity Morris BVSc 

*Micturition is the ejection of urine from the urinary bladder through 
the urethra to the outside of the body.

Petfood
NUTRITION

There are so many great reasons to try your pet on a premium pet 
food diet.

1. PROFESSIONAL ADVICE  - you’ll get the best food specific to 
your pets needs and requirements

2. SPECIFIC HEALTHCARE DIETS  - prevent large vet bills 
with our range of premium diets for specific health conditions or 
prevention of long term issues.

3. AMAZING SPECIALS - this month receive $20 OFF all Proplan 
10kg or larger plus receive the 11th bag FREE on selected brands. 

4. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - on all products, even if your pet 
simply does not like the taste.

$20 OFF
PROPLAN DOG FOOD 10KG OR LARGER

SPECIAL OFFER

Michael Kappely 
OAMARU

OUR LUCKY WEBER BBQ  WINNERS

Brent Campbell 
WAIMATE
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Tiny Tigers
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vagina

our own pet adoption service
Our Tiny Tigers are healthy kittens, ready for you.
• Vet checked and wormed
• Speyed or neutered
• First vaccination has  

been  given & now  
including FIV

• All kittens microchipped!
• PLUS A Tiny Tiger Kit

Free Sauce 
with 20kg 

Meaty Bites


